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GREETINGS
“Our labour unions are not narrow, self-seeking
groups. They have raised wages, shortened
hours, and provided supplemental benefits.
Through collective bargaining and grievance
procedures, they have brought justice and
democracy to the shop floor.” (John F. Kennedy)
Bula Vinaka and Warm Greetings to all
members of FTU as we brace ourselves for
the external examinations and the festive
season! Despite the fact that the COVID-19
pandemic derailed the entire world, the
core functions of FTU were carried out
effectively. This newsletter sheds light on
the success of FTU in terms of industrial
relations and other Union activities.
The poor and the marginalized have
suffered the most as a result of job losses
through terminations or redundancies,
reduced income due to reduced hours of
work, unemployment, increase in poverty
and job insecurity.
On the other hand, FTU is happy that it has
worked with schools in the most affected
areas through the Schools Rehabilitation
Fund (SRF) to assist children whose
families have been drastically affected by
the pandemic.
The much anticipated FTU AGM finally
took place at Rishikul Sanatan College
on 17th October 2020. The National
Executives were pleased with the turnout
of members,and with the deliberations and
healthy discussions on the way forward for
the members.
In addition, the zonal play-offs have been
completed in the west, north and central
divisions with full participation from the
branches.

Brothers and Sisters in Union, FTU wholeheartedly thanks you for your unreserved
support and assistance in 2020, and the
support and commitment leading up to the
Post COVID-19 period.
Times have been challenging, but as a
Union we remained steadfast and achieved
the core functions of any Trade Union
organization.
FTU continued to dialogue with MEHA to
address industrial relations issues and at
this juncture, members are assured that
the National Executive will keep the Union
flag flying high.
FTU will, therefore, need the unwavering
support from its members as it determines
the success of Union activities. Henceforth,
we anticipate your active participation in
all Union and Branch activities in 2021.
Brothers and Sisters in Union, FTU wishes
you Merry Christmas and a rewarding,
productive and prosperous 2021!
SCHOOL TERMS 2021
● Term 1- 18/01/2021- 23/04/2021
● Term 2- 10/05/2021- 13/08/2021
● Term 3- 30/08/2021- 26/11/2021
Members must take note that schools will
re-open on Monday 18th January 2021
(One - Student Free Day).
90th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The National Executive had proposed in
the July 18th NE meeting that we hold a
one-day AGM. Hence, the FTU AGM took
place at Rishikul Sanatan College on 17th
October beginning at 10am. Despite the
adverse weather conditions, we were indeed
pleased with the turnout of our delegates.
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The National President Bro. Muniappa
Goundar alluded to 2020 being extraordinary due to the COVID-19 pandemic
which had shaken the whole world.
However, he assured the house that FTU
was ready to move on. He reminded the
delegates that FTU was their mouthpiece
in the media, drawing the public attention
to the challenges faced by teachers in
achieving quality education and that FTU
had not deviated from its course and
continued to address members grievances.
Bro. Goundar further stated that FTU had
seen both good and bad days and that it
had not compromised its position as a
Trade Union, but it had adjusted its sails to
make the fight a real one.
The National President emphasized that
the basic goal of FTU was the protection
of members in general and defenseless
teachers in particular. He reminded the
house that the Union was built on values,
ideals, and a vision of society in which
workers’ rights were recognized, and where
there was stability, equilibrium and justice
for everyone.

INCREASE IN INSURANCE PREMIUM
Members must note that the premium for
the FTU Self-Funding In-house Medical
Insurance Scheme will increase effective
from 1st January 2021 as per the decision
of the AGM.
The reason for the increase in the FTU
Self-Funding In-house Medical Insurance
Scheme is that the medical cost has risen
worldwide and that the premium had not
been increased since the inception of the
Medical Insurance Scheme at the Rewa
AGM in 2011.
Medical expenses have increased from
$400,000.00 in 2011 to $1700 000 in 2019.
Hence, the change in premium is as follows:
(i) Family cover will increase from $17.31
to $23.00 per fortnight.
(ii) Single cover will increase from $13.46 to
$17.00 per fortnight.
FTU extends its appreciation to The Fiji
Times for covering the issues raised during
the Annual General Meeting.

He said that COVID-19 also highlighted
the importance of managerial support and
teacher leadership at the time of crisis.

FNU STAFF GRIEVANCES
The Education Ministry in May 2019 passed
on the responsibility of running the 15
technical colleges to Fiji National University.
FNU had notified the staff in November
2020 that 10 colleges would close from 1st
January 2021 because the Government was
not in a position to meet FNU’s request of
$6.9m to fund the cost. The Director-HR
FNU met with FTU and FTA and stated the
same. Some 59 FTU members are affected.
Hence, the Unions have jointly submitted a
dispute in the Employment Court.

Moreover, he spoke at length on OMRS,
entry point salary, corporal punishment,
MyAPA successor, ET positions, congestion
of urban schools, sporting leave, collective
agreement and collective bargaining, ILO
Convention 98, Self-funding In-house
Medical Scheme, the workshops conducted
by the parent body, and FTU’s history book
which was being compiled by Mr. Krishna
Datt.

BRANCH AGMs
All Branches are required to conduct their
Branch AGMs by 31st March as per the
Union’s Constitution. Nomination forms
must be sent to the Fijian Elections Office
by the required date (notice of which will
be published in the Fiji Sun in February
next year). The Secretariat will send all
the relevant information to the respective
branches.

91st ANNUAL CONFERENCE
FTU Rakiraki branch bid to host the Annual
Conference 2021. They received enormous
support during this year’s AGM to host the
Annual Conference. The Annual Conference
will be from 27th April to 30th April 2021.
Finer details of the Annual Conference will
be furnished in the next newsletter.

BRANCH VISITS/ CLUSTER MEETINGS
The General Secretary will continue to
visit schools and districts, and will address
cluster meetings to enlighten members
on current issues, as well as, maintain
connectivity. School Reps and Branch
Executives need to work hand-in-hand to
ensure that these cluster meetings are a
success in terms of attendance of members.

Bro. Goundar alluded to the World Teachers
Day celebration which provided the perfect
opportunity to celebrate the teaching
profession and the fact that Fiji had
turned 50 years old. He also paid tribute
to the Girmitiyas who made invaluable
contribution to the Fijian economy.
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YEAR PLANNER
The FTU Year Planner will be done during
the school vacation, and it will be sent to
the branches to be distributed to all the FTU
members by February 2021. We hope that
all schools will be given the Year Planners
by the branch leaders.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEETING
The National Executive Meeting will take
place on Sunday 20th December 2020 at the
FTU HQ. Industrial Relations issues, Union
Services, Branch Reports and the Financial
Report will be discussed at length. Branch
Reps are requested to take note of the date
and attend the NE meeting. The elected
members of the National Executive will be
meeting on Saturday 19th December 2020.
ASSISTANCE TO COVID-19 AFFECTED
FAMILIES
Members will recall that in the aftermath
of STC Winston, FTU formulated the School
Rehabilitation Fund (SRF) with $20,000.00.
Out of that, $10,000.00 was given to the
PM’s Relief Fund.
Ever since SRF was incepted, FTU has
continued to assist school children through
meals, school stationery and other basic
school supplies such as uniforms and bags.
After March this year, about 130,000
workers lost their jobs and families were
affected drastically.
FTU NE proposed to set aside $35,000.00
for SRF to assist the most affected schools
particularly in the Western Division, along
the Coral Coast, and in Nadi.
All the branches contributed 20% of their
2020 branch rebate towards the cause. GS
distributed the cheques to the affected
schools.
FTU is also grateful to those individuals,
corporate organizations, NGOs and religious
bodies which have assisted the needy and
the desperate.
MEETING WITH HEAD OF HR TEAM
FTU and FTA had a meeting with the
HR of MEHA to discuss the proposed
Annual Assessment System including the
Individual Work Plans, as well as other
matters. Members will note that the
MyAPA Framework that was imposed in
2017 despite the strong objection from the
Teacher Unions was a dismal failure.
The Teacher Unions have proposed some

changes to the IWPs and have also pointed
out that Heads of Schools and other
supervising officers must have adequate
non-teaching time to do the needful.
The Union’s persistent submission that the
reporting period be the full school year has
finally been agreed to. The 2021 assessment
period will now be from January to
November, with the mid-term exercise to
be carried out in June. Logically the merit
increment should also be from January.
POST PROCESSING
The Head of HR advised that as per the
revised Matrix, relevant experience in
leadership positions is now given the
weighting it deserves. While Primary Head
Positions will be confirmed with effect from
18th January 2021, positions in secondary
schools will be advertised in the new year.
DISTRICT AND DIVISIONAL EDUCATION
OFFICERS
The Head of HR advised that all positions
in the Education Offices will be filled soon.
The Divisional and District Education
Officers will be given due recognition and
responsibilities. The next meeting with
the HR team will be held before the school
vacation to continue dialogue on other
pending matters.
BRANCH TRANSFER
Members who have changed districts
or branches must notify the Secretariat
immediately by filling the Branch Transfer
Form so that the membership records could
be updated.
SCHOOL REP & SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP
LIST
We humbly request School Reps to forward
the school membership list to FTU HQ
at beginning of the 2021 academic year
as this will enable HQ to have accurate
information on the number of members
in every school so that the right number of
Union literature could be sent.
The Union Administration System has
been upgraded and members are urged to
update their personal information, email
address, telephone number, marital status
(including dependents) and school address
at their earliest- even during the school
holidays.
USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
FTU continues to remind members to
refrain from using Facebook during official
hours and to avoid posting comments on
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issues related to the Ministry or to the
Government as you could face disciplinary
consequences. While we are concerned
that this limits an individual’s freedom
of expression, the rule in place has to be
abided by.
MABS
&
MEDICAL
INSURANCE
REMINDERS
Members must take note of the following
as far as MABS is concerned:
1. For Medical Insurance, the FTU office
must be notified if there is a change in
status (marriage) and children’s name
added if there is any addition in the
family.
2. Referral letter must be obtained from
FTU doctor for any tests or specialist
treatment through MABS.
3. MABS claim must be made within a
month.
4. Medical reports must be provided by
all news applicants who have been in
the teaching service for more than 12
months.
5. If the spouse is a teacher, then both
have to be members to get Insurance
and MABS benefits. If not, only the
member and children will receive the
benefits.
6. Under FTU Medical Insurance Cover,
all post-surgery reviews are to be done
at the nearest Public Hospital. Any
cost incurred at the Public Hospital
will be reimbursed.
7. 
Members must check with MEHA
to see that their Union and Medical
deductions continue when contracts
are renewed.
8. 
Death benefit for non-member
spouse and child has now been
increased from $500.00 to $1000.00.
However, still born child or death at
birth would remain $300.00.
MEMBERSHIP- ECE TEACHERS
Some ECE teachers have joined the Union
and others are welcome to join as well,
as per the Rules and Constitution of FTU.
The NE has approved a further waiver
for the ECE teachers to join, however, the
requirement of providing a medical report
will apply. The amnesty period is until the
2021 AGM.
NON-MEMBER SPOUSES
Non-member spouses who are teachers
may join the Union to benefit from the
medical scheme. The requirement of
providing a medical report will apply. This
amnesty period will be in effect until the
91st AGM in Rakiraki. Affected teachers are

urged totake advantage of this opportunity.
FTU NATIONAL ELECTIONS
The National Elections for FTU will take
place on Saturday 10th April 2021. More
information will be furnished in the first
newsletter of 2021.
EXECUTIVE TEACHER POSITION
Members will recall that the Executive
Teacher positions were reduced by 50%
in 2010 and then totally removed in
2018 despite earlier assurances of full
restoration. The Union continues to pursue
this matter.
DIPLOMA IN TERTIARY TEACHING
Teachers having Diploma in Tertiary
Teaching qualification were directed to
complete PGCE from USP within two
years or face relegation to ‘unqualified
classification’. Their
contracts
were
also limited to two years. Upon Union
intervention, MEHA reversed the decision
and the affected teachers have been given
five year contracts.
MyAPA PAYMENT
The Union had made a submission towards
the 2020-2021 Budget requesting that
provision be made for teachers to be paid
MyAPA, for counselor positions and for
anomalies in graduate pay to be corrected
but to no avail. Less than 2% of the 13,500
teachers qualified for the MyAPA increment.
The Fiji Teachers Confederation issued a
press statement and a paid advertisement.
The Unions have submitted to MEHA
that the vast majority of high performing
teachers were cheated of their merit
increment. FTU has further submitted that
an across the board payment be made for
2018-2019 and 2019-2020 period. This is
due to MyAPA being declared unsuitable
and being shelved.
GRADUATE SALARY
Hon. Minister for Education is on record
for assuring teachers that serving teachers
would have their salaries upgraded to
the correct Salary Band $26,283.00. It
was not revealed by the Ministry that the
remuneration policy had been revised on
the quiet on 12th February 2018 to state
that graduate salary for all teachers would
remain $22,000.00. The Union continues to
pursue this matter.
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Teachers are reminded that MEHA has
zero tolerance on corporal punishment.
We advise our members not to use any
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form of corporal punishment. The Union
has continued to resolve member’s
grievances with the Ministry. Where unfair
termination or non-renewal of contracts
had taken place, the disputes mechanism
had been activated. In cases of corporal
punishment, members are requested to
note the following:
1. Where a member has confessed in a
written or verbal statement that he/
she has inflicted corporal punishment,
the Union will not be able to represent.
2. Where police has charged a member
and the member successfully defends
and gets acquitted and re-instated,
the Union will reimburse the legal
cost up to $4000.00.
3. 
Where a member completely denies
the allegation and the Ministry
appointed panel investigates and
declares him/her guilty resulting in
termination, the Union will represent
the aggrieved member.
DISCIPLINARY GUIDELINE
The Union is pursuing several individual
members’
grievances
through
the
Employment Relations Tribunal and
the Employment Court. Members must
note that they are entitled to have their
representative present when they are
interviewed by the investigating panel. The
Union has submitted that all cases must be
referred to the Public Service Disciplinary
Tribunal (PSDT) for a fair hearing.
COUNSELLOR POSITIONS IN SCHOOLS
The Union has been calling upon MEHA
to ensure that all schools are staffed with
qualified counselors who can deal with
students with disruptive behavior as has
been highlighted in the media. The Union
will continue to pursue this.
MEMBERS HEALTH
The Union advises all members to
look after their health, the type of food
consumed and members must ensure that
they have some time in the day to do some
physical activities. NCD’s are on the rise
and members must take precautionary
measures to avoid getting NCDs.
FTUC
The Fiji Trades Union Congress is the
mouth-piece of Trade Unions in Fiji. The
National Secretary Bro. Felix Anthony
has been raising issues with ILO on the
challenges faced by Fijian workers.
FTUC BIENNIAL CONGRESS
The Fiji Trades Union Congress Biennial

Congress took place on Saturday 29th
August2020 at Tanoa International Hotel.
Bro. Roy Chand from Tavua branch is the
Treasurer of the FTUC Youth Wing, and Sis.
Sima Kumar is the Secretary of the FTUC
Women’s Wing. FTU congratulates Sis. Sima
and Bro. Roy on their appointment to the
FTUC Women’s and Youth Wing! GS is the
National Treasurer and National Executive
Board Member.
DIVISIONAL BRANCH WORKSHOPS
Executives of the Northern Branches
had a workshop in Labasa on Friday 4th
September and Saturday 5th September
2020. The issues discussed included
industrial relations, union services and
benefits, roles of branch executives and
FTU-CTCL literature. FTU is thankful to
the Secretary General of Council of Pacific
Education (COPE) for the financial support
and expertise.
The Western Branch Executives had their
workshop on Friday 1st October and
Saturday 2nd October 2020 at the Fiji
Hideaway Resort and Spa. The National
Secretary of FTUC Bro. Felix Anthony
addressed the Executives and branch
leaders.
WORLD TEACHERS DAY
FTU celebrated WTD with the theme
“Teachers; Leading in crisis, re-imagining
the future” at Fiji Hideaway Resort &Spa
with the Western Branch Executives on 3rd
October. A celebration was also organized
on 9th October at the FTU HQ where Bro.
Govind Singh was the Chief Guest. The
Southern Branch Executives and members
of the Southern Branch Women’s Wing also
attended the WTD celebration hosted by
COPE at Tanoa International Hotel where
the Vice Chancellor USP, Professor Pal
Ahluwalia, was the guest of honour.
FTU WEBSITE/ FACEBOOK PAGE
We encourage members to take advantage
of the FTU Website and FTU Facebook page
to retrieve more information on the latest
developments.
ZONAL SPORTS
Western Zone
The Western branches met at Wairuku
Public School on Saturday 30th October.
The Western zone was hosted by Rakiraki
branch which also celebrated the closing
on the Pinktober month. Ba won men’s
volleyball. Nadroga won soccer and Rakiraki
won netball.
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Northern Zone
The Northern branches met on Saturday
21st November in Labasa for the Northern
Zone which was hosted at LabasaS angam
Primary School. Labasa won soccer, men’s
volleyball and netball titles.

OFFICE CLOSURE
The FTU office will be closed from 22nd
December 2020 to 3rd January 2021.
However, members can call on mobile
numbers 9928096 and 9928098 for any
clarification or for medical issues.

Southern Zone
The Southern branches met on Saturday
28th November at Rishikul Sanatan College
for the Southern Zone which was hosted
by Nasinu branch. Nasinu won soccer and
netball. Navua won women’s volleyball
while Suva won the men’s volleyball
competition.

FTU- CTCL
FTU-CTCL is the financial arm of FTU and
it has been doing well. Members are urged
to read the FTU-CTCL Newsletter and
familiarize themselves with rules regarding
loan application. Members are also urged to
notify the FTU-CTCL HQ of any change in
postal address. The CTCL dividend cheques
were posted to every member’s postal box
prior to the FTU-CTCL AGM.

WELCOME AND TALANOA SESSION WITH
NEW PS-MEHA DR. ANJEELA JOKHAN
The Two-Teacher Unions invited the new
Permanent Secretary- MEHA Dr. Anjeela
Jokhan to a brief welcome ceremony and
talanoa session at FTU on Wednesday
2nd December at 4.30 pm. The practicing
teachers in the executive had the
opportunity to share firsthand information
with PS on the challenges faced by them
on a daily basis. Dr. Jokhan has assured the
Fiji Teachers Confederation (FTC) that she
would work with the two Unions to forge
ahead in the quest to improve the delivery
of education at all levels. The next meeting
to discuss matters of concern to the Unions
is expected to take place before the school
break.
BRANCH SOCIAL
HQ commends those branches that have
been organizing a thanksgiving dinner in
the form of a break-up party to the rank
and file. This will help in team bonding
and organizing of activities at branch and
national level easier.

FTC with Dr. Anjeela Jokhan PS - MEHA

FTU-CTCL OFFICE HOLIDAY OPERATIONS
Members will take note that the last
loans will be processed on 23rd December
2020. Skeleton staff will manage the Suva
office from 29th December 2020 to assist
shareholders regarding their shares/loan
eligibility and to attend to any concerns
and queries. The normal and full operations
will commence from 4th January 2021. The
Lautoka and Labasa offices will also remain
open with full services.
CONCLUSION
On behalf of the Secretariat staff and
members of the National Executive, we
wish every FTU member a blessed school
vacation and an eventful festive season.
We thank you for your support and
commitment to FTU.
LONG LIVE FIJI TEACHERS UNION!
MERRY X-MAS AND A FRUITFUL NEW YEAR

90th Annual General Meeting
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World Teachers Day Celebration at Fiji Hideaway
Resort & Spa

Divisional Workshop - Northern

Southern Zonal Meet - Team Navua

Western Zonal Meet - Team Nadroga
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Celebration of Pinktober - Rakiraki Branch

Northern Zonal Meet - Winner (Soccer) - Team
Labasa

Northern Zonal Meet - Team Bua
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Union Stalwarts

